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Swipe Analytics

CONFIDENTIALITY AGREEMENT

By acceptance of the accompanying Business Plan, each recipient agrees to the terms 
of this Confidentiality Agreement.  Should the terms of this Agreement be unacceptable 
to the recipient, the Business Plan should be left unexamined and returned at once to:

Swipe Analytics

Attn:  Ryan Delaney

In consideration of the release of certain valuable and confidential information relating to 
the business and strategy of Swipe Analytics (the “Company”), the recipient hereby 
agrees to keep such evaluation material (the “Material”) confidential and to:

1.  Use the Material only for the purpose of considering investment in, loan to, or lease 
of property to the Company.

2.  Use its best efforts to neither disclose nor allow access to the Material by any other 
party.

3.  Not reproduce the Material in whole or in part without the consent of the Company.

4.  Not disclose to any competing business any information from the Material or any in-
formation about the Company’s plans or actions.

5.  Immediately return the Material to the Company upon request.

The recipient assumes liablity for damages arising from the unauthorized use or disclo-
sure of the Materials.  The recipient realizes that disclosure of such information will 
cause immediate and irreparable damage to the Company due to the competitive nature 
of this business and that money damages for breach of this Agreement may be inade-
quate.



The Agreement shall remain in effect for a period of five (5) years from the date of re-
ceipt of the Material by the recipient.  The Agreement shall be governed by and con-
strued in accordance with the laws of the State of California.

Signed ________________________________________    Date__________________

(the recipient)
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BUSINESS

The following business strategy is highly confidential.  Please refer to the accom-
panying Confidentiality Agreement for the limitations and associated penalties for 
breach of the Agreement.

Executive Summary

Swipe Analytics helps businesses attain the lowest absolute cost for their merchant ser-
vices.  We do this while enhancing or maintaining the quality, service and integrity of 
their merchant services relationship.  Where possible, the Company will recover money 
for clients for past overcharged fees.

We only prosper if our clients prosper.  The Company splits the savings it finds for its 
clients.

The company operates as a California LLC with Ryan Delaney and Gil D. as the man-
aging members of the Company.  

MARKET OPPORTUNITY

The Company plans to exploit the following:

1.  The size and growth of credit card processing

2.  The spread between wholesale and merchant fees  

3.  The trust, time/effort and cost required to switch processors

4.  The complexity of Visa/MC Interchange & credit card statements

5.  The unregulated nature of the industry

6.  The POS companies and dealers offering merchant services



7.  The continuing recession

Bank Card Opportunity

As of 2009, 6.1 million merchants accepted credit cards in the US.  In 1989, credit card 
charge volume in the US was $218B.  Today, credit card charge volume is approximate-
ly $3T and growing 11-13% annually.  For Q1 2010, Visa’s YOY dollar charge volume 
grew 13%.  MasterCard’s dollar charge volume grew 11% over the same period.   

Swipe Analytics believes that the sheer size and stalwart growth in bank card charge 
volume presents a compelling and growing market opportunity.

The Spread Between Wholesale and Merchant Fees

Merchants usually pay 1.5% - 3.5% of the purchase amount of each transaction to ac-
cept credit cards, which generates annual bankcard fees of approximately $75B for the 
industry (Visa/MC, issuing banks and processors/ISOs).  Of these fees, processors/ac-
quirers generate net revenues of approximately $11B after they pay wholesale Inter-
change fees to Visa/MC and the issuing banks.  Small to Mid-Sized Businesses (SMBs) 
account for approximately 40% of the $11B total or $4.4B.

The average net spread or markup for merchants with $500K - $1M in annual credit 
card volume is .69% or 69 basis points (bp); .48% for businesses between $1M - $10M; 
.29% for businesses between $10M - $50M. (First Annapolis)  The average net spread 
across these three volume ranges is .49%.  Backing out the minimum processor 
markup, or roughly .12% for businesses in this volume range, the average merchant is 
paying .37% more than they could be.

Based on Management’s analysis of 36 Bay Area businesses ranging from $96K to 
$3.2M annual Visa/MC charge volume, they pay an average effective rate of 3.76%.  
The effective rate is calculated by dividing the total Visa/MC fees by the total Visa/MC 
volume.  

When the Visa/MC wholesale fees are backed out, the average business in our analysis 
is paying a net spread of approximately 1.55%.  Backing out the minimum processor 
markup, or roughly .12% for businesses in this volume range, the average merchant in 
our analysis is paying 1.44% more than they could be.

Based on one competitor’s information, the average net spread for their clients is .27% 
for organizations ranging from $15M - $900M annual bank card volume.  Another com-
petitor claims it have saved their hospitality clients an average of .21%, automotive 
.38% and retail .27% or an average of .29% for merchants with less than $15M annual 
volume.



Lastly, Visa/MC raise their Interchange rates at least two times per year - April and Oc-
tober - and sometimes more often.  Most processors and ISOs take these rate increas-
es as an opportunity to pad their profits by adding additional fees.  To make matters 
worse, they typically claim they are passing through the costs directly from Visa/MC.

In summary, if we use First Annapolis’ data, the annual market opportunity for our target 
client is approximately $3.7B (.37% x $1T).  

Trust, time/effort and cost required to switch processors 

Processors and ISOs are notorious for unsavory tactics to get merchants to switch and 
to generate greater revenues.  Their tactics include bait and switch pricing, ‘rate creep’, 
hidden fees, junk fees, bogus proposals and usurious leases.  From our experience, 
most merchants have been victim to these tactics at least two to three times, so their 
trust level is very low.

In our hurry-up society, time is an increasingly scarce commodity, even more so for the 
owner or employee of an SMB that runs lean with limited resources.  Even if merchants 
want to switch processors, they find it difficult to invest the required time.

When a merchant switches processors, there are usually out-of-pocket switching costs.  
Such costs include new equipment, software, early termination fees, POS dealer re-
programming fees, gateway license fees and more.  Merchants are reluctant to switch 
processors as they are averse to these out-of-pocket costs.  

Statistically, only 1.4M merchants change credit card processors each year, or just over 
23% of the 6.1M merchants that accept credit cards.  That means 77% of merchants 
stay with their current processor and switch only every 4.3 years.

Complexity of Visa/MC Interchange & Confusing Credit Card Statements

Visa/MC set wholesale pricing, called Interchange, which they charge to merchant ac-
quirers/processors.  In 1989 there were three Interchange categories.  Today there are 
over 350.  To make matters more confusing for merchants, there are five variables af-
fecting the final pricing of a credit card transaction for a total of approximately 1,750 
pricing possibilities.  

This complexity along with intentionally confusing statements makes it difficult for mer-
chants to understand their fees and what they should be paying.  Processors and Inde-
pendent Sales Organizations (ISOs/resellers) use this to their advantage to extract 
higher fees from merchants.  And it’s not just the ISOs.  From our experience, Wells 
Fargo and US Bank are consistently the highest priced processors in the US. 



We believe this complexity creates greater spreads for processors and ISOs and there-
fore greater opportunity for Swipe Analytics.  In addition, the confusion created by com-
plex pricing and statements makes merchants more reluctant to switch processors.

Unregulated Industry

Credit card processing, while regulated by Visa/MC, is not regulated by the US govern-
ment.  In 1996 there were 296 registered Visa/MC ISOs.  Today there are over 2,500.  

As you would expect, most merchants claim they get called on 1-2 times per week from 
processors or ISOs.  To add more confusion, when calling on merchants, ISOs usually 
say they are a direct processor or worse that they are Visa themselves.  It’s no wonder 
merchants are overwhelmed and confused and often can’t decipher between a proces-
sor and an ISO.  As such, merchants often prefer to stay with their current processor/
ISO under the assumption that ‘the devil they know is better than the one they don’t’.

Swipe Analytics has the opportunity to work directly on behalf of merchants and inde-
pendent of the processors/ISOs.  We intend to help our clients cut through the clutter 
and make sense of the industry so they can make informed decisions based on unbi-
ased data.

Most POS Companies and Dealers Now Provide Merchant Services 

Due to shrinking margins in the POS (Point of Sale) business, many POS developers 
and dealers have turned to merchant services as a predictable and profitable recurring 
revenue stream.  Merchant services is replacing the annual service contract as the 
standard for recurring revenue with some POS companies going so far as to build their 
entire business model around merchant services.  

As such, POS developers often only allow one credit card processor to integrate with 
their software - the one for which they are a reseller.  Or the local dealer offers a ‘free’ 
gateway if they use the processor/ISO they represent and charge $1,200 if they use an-
other processor/ISO.  

When the merchant doesn’t have a choice which card processor they use, their pricing 
is at the mercy of the processor, POS developer and local dealer.  Essentially POS 
companies are in the business of hijacking businesses with their POS.  This is one more 
reason merchants are paying higher fees than necessary and are unable to or reluctant 
to switch processors.

The Continuing Recession

Since the recession started in 2008, consumer spending has decreased significantly, 
and merchants have been adversely impacted by this change.  Despite the rosy num-
bers from the US government, consumer sentiment is at its lowest level in decades, so 
merchants have seen little if any increase in consumer spending.  



Interest rates are at the lowest levels since WWII, the Euro zone is under intense pres-
sure, many international ‘glamour’ cities are still experiencing housing bubbles, the US 
consumer is more indebted than ever before, US debt is 90% of GDP and employment 
has not rebounded.  Given this data, merchants are concerned about the future and are 
turning to cost reduction as a smart way to weather the storm.

THE TARGET CUSTOMER

The Company’s target clients are mid-sized merchants with annual bankcard volume of 
$1M - $25M.  First Annapolis’ data confirms our target customer segment.  There are 
84,000 medium-sized merchants with annual bankcard volume between $1M - $1B, 
which accounts for 27% of acquirers’ net revenue or $3B.  This data implies average 
annual bankcard volume of $5M and an average ‘net spread’ of .38%.  Net spread is 
defined as the difference between wholesale and merchant cost.

Merchants in this range provide the sweet spot between volume and net spread mar-
gins.  They have more needs than the smaller business yet they don’t have the re-
sources of a Fortune 500 to understand and attain the best pricing for credit card pro-
cessing.  

Mark Abbey at First Annapolis has pointed out that small to mid-sized merchants pro-
duce most of the industry’s profitability despite accounting for only a small percentage of 
overall sales volume.  In fact, the smallest merchants are charged by acquirers an aver-
age 30 times more than the largest merchants.

We intend to target wholesale distributors, retailers, Internet retailers, education, not-for-
profits, media, travel, mail order, health care, pharmacy, utilities, etc.

THE NATIONAL COMPETITION

Our direct competition includes credit card fee reduction companies, processors, ISOs, 
and merchants themselves.  The market is highly fragmented.  Most businesses in this 
space operate with limited staff as a local or regional player. 

There are only two major credit card fee reduction companies that we are aware of - 
Expense Reduction Analysts (ERA) and Profit Enhancement Systems.  ERA is a UK-
based company that analyzes approximately 25 different non-core business expenses, 
including merchant services, for mid-sized businesses with merchant services expenses 
of at least $100-300K per year.  Profit Enhancement Systems focuses on larger mer-
chants specifically in the education market and has patented technology for analyzing 
credit card statements.  



There are 7 direct processors and 2,500 ISOs currently operating in the US.  They em-
ploy thousands of independent contractors to canvas the market in person and via the 
phone.  In the end, we consider merchants themselves to be our biggest competitor as 
we believe many will feel they can do as good a job or better than the Company in ne-
gotiating the lowest cost to accept credit cards.

SALES

The key elements of Swipe Analytics’s sales strategy are its direct sales force, partners, 
and marketing.  These elements will define the Company’s position in the marketplace 
to attract the target client, build customer and partner loyalty and differentiate the Com-
pany from competition.

Sales Force

We intend to employ a direct sales force of independent contractors.  Our target Busi-
ness Development Manager will have a college degree, will be in his or her late twenties 
to mid thirties and will have 4-5 years of sales, consulting or education experience.  
They will work from virtual offices, use their own office equipment and pay for their own 

National Market(s)

Expense Reduction Analysts US HQ:  San Diego, CA

Profit Enhancement Systems HQ:  Spokane, WA

Regional Market

Optimized Payments Consulting Atlanta

EP Consulting Los Angeles

Merchant Consulting Service Orlando

Merchant Account Consulting Boston

Interchange Brokers Seattle

Merchant Maverick Orange, CA

Processing Brokerage (hybrid approach) NYC

Financial Mitigation Services Burnsville, MN



supplies and expenses.  In return, Swipe Analytics will share in the recurring revenue for 
the lifetime of the agreement of every account they sign.  

Partners

In addition to our direct sales force, we intend to form strategic partnerships with ac-
countants.  As accountants are seen as trusted advisors, we believe they could prove 
an excellent source of leads.  We intend to pay our accountant partners as we do our 
independent contractors.

Marketing

Ours is a complex industry and our prospects’ time is limited, so our marketing and 
communications are intentionally simple and intuitive.  Where possible we use icons 
and pictures to communicate.  Apple is the standard by which we will judge the quality 
of our marketing.

Selling Assumptions

Weekly:  50 cold calls = 5 appointments = 1.5 sales (based on experience selling mer-
chant services)

Estimated close ratio:  30% (based on experience selling merchant services)

Estimated average revenue per account:  $8,600 (each year for 2 yrs)

Trial Sales

I recently spoke with 6 businesses about this business idea, and at the end of the con-
versations, 4 of the 6 said they would use the service.  Two said they liked the idea and 
would consider using the service.

OPERATIONS

Swipe Analytics sets and maintains rigorous quality control standards to guarantee the 
highest level of client satisfaction.  By focusing on providing exceptional value, fantastic 
customer service, hiring, training and retaining honest, intelligent and energetic employ-
ees and consistently perfecting the details (client communication, proposals, etc), we 
create a competitive advantage through our operation.

Employee Selection and Compensation



Because Swipe Analytics’s strategy depends on a people advantage to provide the 
highest quality product and service, the Company’s employee selection and training 
practices are critical.  Management believes we can attract higher than average quality 
employees by offering a motivating compensation plan, a culture of integrity, fair dealing 
with our clients, a calling to level the playing field for our clients and the excitement of 
being part of an entrepreneurial venture.  

The key position is the Business Development Manager (BDM).  The Business Devel-
opment Managers are hunters, and they are expected to generate new clients for the 
Company and demonstrate the same leadership and commitment to the Swipe Analyt-
ics Mission as the Senior Management.  

Training

Swipe Analytics will provide intensive training for its new hires and on-going training to 
all employees as part of the Company’s commitment to providing superior client satis-
faction.  All new employees will go through a two-day training program with classroom 
lectures and role-playing.  As most new hires will have a successful  Company will focus 
initial training on the knowledge and core competencies of the job.

Management Structure

Swipe Analytics’s organization structure is flat with only three types of employees:  se-
nior managers, independent contractors (sales) and analysts.

Key Suppliers

The Company’s key suppliers are for accounting, CRM, merchant services, payroll, 
website development and maintenance, and web hosting.  The Company intends to use 
Swipe Analytics for managing accounting.  Swipe Analytics is an intuitive, web-based 
software that enables Senior Management to easily handle accounting from anywhere 
in the world.  The Company intends to use Salesforce.com to manage its sales because 
it is web-based, cost-effective and will allow the company to maintain greater control of 
its database of prospects.  Sage will provide our ACH and merchant services due to 
their excellent services, low cost and excellent customer service.  We intend to use 
Paychex for payroll as they are the leader for small businesses.  Our website develop-
ment and hosting have yet to be determined, but one possible candidate is 31three.-
com, a developer that creates stunning websites.

Information Systems

The Company will invest in Apple products, which we believe provide the lowest total 
cost of ownership.  These products will include, as necessary, computers, iPads, 
iPhones and networking equipment.



Website

We intent to use rich, exciting colors and clean graphics on our website to communicate 
with prospective clients in a clear, intuitive way.

FINANCIALS

Start Up Expenses

Start Up Assets

Expense One-Time

Website $2,500

Set up accounting $1,000

Attorney fees $500

iPhone $199

File for LLC $150

Domain registration $150

iWork $79

Business cards $50

Thank you cards $50

Envelopes $50

Stamps $20

TOTAL $4,748

Asset Value

Cash $5,000

MacBook $1,000



Recurring Expenses (monthly)

HP C6150 Printer/fax $250

Land line phone $60

Mobile phone $50

Calculator $10

TOTAL $6,370

Asset Value

Expense Monthly

Health / Dental $1,200

Mileage $675

Merchant services $650 (variable)

Accountant $300

Mobile phone/data $200

Wireless anywhere $150

Office supplies $150

ACH $150

Parking $100

Letterhead/biz cards $100

Landline $100

Bank fees $100

Postage $75

DSL $50

Web hosting $50

Payroll $50



Start Up Funding

Ryan Delaney & Gil D. will each contribue $2,500 to the startup funding of the business.  

Projected Profit & Loss

Estimate 20% A/R write off

MANAGEMENT

The Company’s executive officers and directors are as follows:

Name Age Position

Accounting software as 
service

$29

CRM $10

Web-based fax service $10

Domain registration $12

TOTAL $4,150

Expense Monthly

2010 2011 2012

Revenue $10,002 $288,391 $348,403

A/R writeoff $2,000 $57,678 $69,680

Recurring expens-
es

$8,400 $16,800 $16,800

Profit (Loss) ($398) $214,200 $261,923



Ryan Delaney 41 CEO / CFO / Director 

Gil D. 50 President / CSO / Director

Ryan Delaney, before leaving to start the Company, held the position of Division Man-
ager, Territory Manager and Relationship Manager at Heartland Payment Systems, a 
leading payments processing company based in Princeton, NJ.  His major accomplish-
ments include exceeding quota six years in a row ranking as high as top 3% out of 
1,200 Relationship Managers.  Before Heartland, Mr. Delaney founded an innovative 
alternative meal plan for college students at Colorado State University, which used 
stored value card technology.  

Ryan Delaney will be the sole manager of the business.  He brings seven years experi-
ence in the merchant services industry working for Heartland Payment Systems, the 5th 
largest bank card processor in the US.  While at Heartland he met or exceeded quota 
seven years in a row; he was N. California “Rookie of the Year”, no. 1 in B2B sales, 
promoted to Territory Manager, promoted to Division Manager, earned “Century Club” 
and twice earned the “Idea of the Month” award.  

His key responsibilities are:

Overall strategy 

Business financial management and accounting systems

Marketing strategy and execution

Operations

Gil D. brings 15 years experience in merchant services to the Company.  Gil has worked 
for Comerica, RBS WorldPay, Heartland Payment Systems and Electronic Payments 
Inc. where he was consistently a top performer in both sales and sales management.

His key responsibilities are:

Sales


